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Quandary Vocabulary
THE QUANDARY
a quandary

Opening Comic

to resolve
solve, solution
to settle an argument

The Lost
Sheep
Get Your Facts
Right
Narrow It Down

to find an answer
to find an answer or agreement

a dispute

a disagreement, an argument

to cool off

to calm down

a point of view

Investigate the
Viewpoint

a problem, dilemma, puzzle

a way of looking at, or thinking about something; perspective

to consider

to think about

to eliminate

to get rid of or kill

fact

true information (information about the yashors)

solution

answer

opinion

what someone believes

to narrow
to narrow something down
narrow (adj)
broad

to investigate
a viewpoint
support

to make something a smaller amount. We narrowed the
choices. We narrowed down the choices.
long, but not wide
wide

to research, discover, find out
a perspective, point of view
help, reasons

Note: The solution can vary each time the game is played. So vocabulary for the last comic about the episode outcome, is not included.
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Quandary Vocabulary
THE PLANET BRAXOS
a light year
a settlement settlers

Opening Comic

a colony colonists
a planet

a role
to play a part

a community, town, village
an area that belongs to a country far away
a large round object in space that travels around the sun in
our solar system. The Earth is one of the eight planets in our
solar system.
The part that someone has in a group.
She likes to take the role of leader among her friends.
to have a job to do, to contribute

be up to the task

be able to do a job

to thrive

to grow and do well

a sheep, sheep (plural)

The Lost Sheep

the distance that light travels in one year (about 6 trillion
miles / 9.5 trillion kilometers)

a farm animal that has a thick wooly fur

a lamb

a young sheep

a herd

a group of animals; a herd of horses/elephants/cattle

a flock

a group of animals; a flock of sheep/birds

tracks

animal footprints

to raid

to attack

wool
nourishment

soft, thick hair of sheep
food
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Quandary Vocabulary
THE PLANET BRAXOS
a predator

Get Your Facts Right

bait

an animal that kills and eats other animals
something we use to attract animals so we can catch them.

a trap

something we use to catch animals

poison

a substance that can make people or animals sick or die

to capture

to catch

to interfere

to make something difficult

a fence

something like a wall, built outside, that separates two areas.
It is usually made of wood or metal. It can keep people or
animals out.

a hare

a rabbit

a coyote
saliva
properties

a small wild animal related to dogs and wolves
the liquid you produce in your mouth
special characteristics of something. Some properties of
lemons are that they are sour and they have vitamin C.
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